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Welcome…

From everyone at HAYNE



• Toilets

• Fire alarm

• Mobile Phones

Housekeeping



Neil Whitmore ACMA, CGMA, MCP

• MD and part-owner – HAYNE Solutions

• CIMA

• Qualified in industry

• Many senior finance and IT roles

• Started HAYNE Solutions in 2009



Today



Sector representation
Companies Sector

13 Services

7 Engineering and construction

6 Retail and consumer

4 Insurance

4 Technology

3 Travel, transport, distribution

2 Automotive

2 Pharma and life sciences

8 Others incl. Banking, TelComm, Education, Healthcare, 
Leisure, Manufacturing and Utilities

49 TOTAL Sectors



Who is who?

• Customers have BLUE lanyards

• Prospects have GREEN lanyards

• HAYNE and other support staff have RED lanyards



Brexit.  Threat or Opportunity?

Either way you need

• to understand that the role of finance is changing

• and how it’s changing

• a strategy to ensure you meet your goals

• and you need the right tools to give you the insight to guide your 
respective businesses through the uncertainty ahead



Brexit – in 5 years’ time

Remember the “Credit Crunch”?

What will we call Brexit in 5 years’ time?



Questions and Challenges
• Will Manufacturing benefit from a more isolationist national culture?

• Financial Services threat of Head Office relocations out of the UK  

• Will London retain its status in world financial markets?

• Impact from EU elections (French and German)

• Will currency rates stabilise at present levels?

• Price fluctuations for raw materials sourced outside the UK

• New sales challenges – selling outside the UK

• Political?  IndyRef2 / Trumpton

• Skills shortages or recruitment caps

• To Cloud or not to Cloud?  



Strategy

"Strategy is a high level plan to achieve one or 

more goals under conditions of uncertainty. ... It 

involves activities such as strategic planning and

strategic thinking.”



Summary

The agenda today is designed to address the role of the finance team.

We will…

• Explore how the role has changed

• Identify areas where it will need to change in the coming years

• Identify the issues you will need to address

• Demonstrate solutions to some of the issues raised



Finally…



Enjoy the day…


